-Elderly hearing-impaired (EHI) listeners have shown poorer auditory-temporal processing for speech perception, due to auditory peripheral deficits or/and age-related deficits in cognitive function. -When sentences are interrupted at subsegmental level, the listeners need to integrate the remaining subsegmental information in sentences over time (i.e., auditory-temporal integration). Because the interruption rate at subsegmental level is rapid, poorer auditorytemporal processing of EHI might result in poorer intelligibility of interrupted sentences.
4) OFFTR (Offset Transition):
Transitions only from V to C.
The last 50% of a vowel and the initial 50% of the following consonant. 
Methods Introduction

Research Questions
The goals of the current study were to investigate research questions as follows: 1) Accuracy of the correct words and phonemes in interrupted sentences a. How well can YNH and EHI listeners identify whole words in interrupted sentences? b. How well can YNH and EHI listeners correctly extract phonemes from all responses whether words or non-words? c. When phoneme accuracy was selectively compared between louder versus softer phoneme sets (vowel (V)-consonant (C), initial C-final C, stressed V-unstressed V), is the phoneme score better for louder phonemes than for softer phonemes? d. Do the word scores and phoneme scores differ by the proportion of total sentence presented (50% and 70% proportion) or by the type of subsegmental information: Results and Discussion Much poorer performance in EHI with 50% than with 70% compared to YNH -YNHs' word accuracy was slightly but consistently better than the proportion of presented information. -EHIs' word accuracy was considerably worse than proportion presented.
1. YNH's accuracy for words and phonemes was better when a larger proportion of duration was presented, but did not differ by the type of subsegmental information. Considering that the observed accuracy was better than expected accuracy based on proportion presented, YNH listeners apparently used top-down processing to integrate remaining subsegmental information from interrupted sentences. 2. EHI's accuracy was considerably poorer than YNH's, as expected. EHI accuracy was better for the longer proportion. However, EHI accuracy was consistently worse than the expected accuracy from the proportion. Apparently EHI integrated the remaining in sentences less efficiently (poorer auditory-temporal integration).
3. Unexpectedly, both YNH and EHI had similar accuracy for louder and softer phoneme sets. Therefore, EHI are able to efficiently extract softer phoneme information, even when the task is to integrate all the subsegmental information remaining in sentences.
4.
High-frequency hearing thresholds (PTA124) better predicted word scores of EHI listeners than did age.
b. Phoneme scoring(correct phonemes from all responses)
-Across proportions, phoneme accuracy was slightly better than word accuracy for YNH and for EHI because phonemes were scored based on all responses. corresponded to the amount of given information (i.e., 50% of accuracy for 50% proportion of word). -Current study: YNH's accuracy of words and phonemes in interrupted sentences was consistently better than the proportion of presented information (i.e., 60-69% of accuracy for 50% proportion of word). Presumably, YNH could extract meaningful information from interrupted sentences (i.e., top-down processing). EHI performed considerably worse relative to the proportion presented, presumably due to poorer auditory-temporal processing.
Conclusions Selected References
2) Correlational analyses for the individual differences For 50% proportion across conditions. a. Linear regression (step-wise) analysis of phoneme scores predicting word score -YNH-50 : When initial C, final C, stressed V, and unstressed V were used as predictors, initial C was the primary predictor (81%) and final C emerged as the secondary predictor (additional 9%) : YNH word performance was 90% predicted from consonants (loud and soft).
-EHI-50 : Among initial/final C, stressed/unstressed V, stressed V was the primary predictor (92%) and initial C emerged as the secondary predictor (additional 2%).
EHI word performance was 94% predicted from louder phonemes (stressed V and initial C). However, cross-correlation among the four phonemes sets was extremely high (average r =. 94).
For 50% and 70% proportions across conditions. b. Linear regression (step-wise) analysis of high-frequency hearing loss (PTA124) and age predicting word score (EHI only)
-EHI-50: Between PTA124 and age, PTA124 was the primary predictor (41%).
-EHI-70: Between PTA124 and age, PTA124 was the primary predictor (51%).
-EHI's word scores were better predicted by high-frequency hearing thresholds (PTA124) than by age, regardless of the proportion presented. Even though the interrupted sentences were sufficiently audible (presentation level of 95 dB SPL), variability of high-frequency thresholds would still significantly affected speech performance.
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